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Zeitgeist is one of the few
English words borrowed from
Germany, the home of
Heubach colors. It refers to the 
“spirit of the time”, its main 
views and emotions, and is 
currently perhaps best 
represented by our concerns 
for the planet. They are the
IMPETUS behind many of our
actions, as well as a powerful 
new source of creativity.

At the same time, digital 
technology offers another kind
of creativity, one that lets us
explore a whole metaverse of
opportunities. Why not lead a 
second life in the Y-FILES, 
where “Y not” is the reigning

motto? Especially now that the
pandemic has turned us into
blank slates and given us
FREE REIN over how to
continue. Who knows, we
might even be inspired to
become real-world explorers –
fathoming the undiscovered
depths of DEEP SPACE and
bottomless oceans. 

Four crucial trends, four
zeitgeist currents of which
each has its own colors. We’ve
named them after popular
dance tracks of the past – still 
heard today because they
express a timeless spirit of
energy and freedom.

SEIZING THE SPIRIT
OF OUR TIME
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Curiosity is what takes us beyond ourselves, 
leading us down tangled paths into wild forests, 
deep into the virtual thickets of digital worlds or
–probably the most fascinating journey of all –
to the fiery center of a fellow human’s

thoughts and feelings.

Curiosity takes us beyond and lets us stay true
to ourselves. It is the primal human instinct, the
original mover – the fundamental spark that
keeps the world spinning.

It is what lets us chase our dreams. And turn 
them into reality.

Never give up
THE CHASE
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Can you hear it? It’s the great Mother Nature calling. 
Whispering when the wind rustles in the trees. Murmuring
in the streams. Roaring from each waterfall.

She’s calling for you to be out there. Hike, bike, surf, 
travel! There’s so much of her to see. So many of her 
gifts to enjoy.

But she’s also calling for something else. She’s calling for
protection. For you to be strong like a lion, determined like 
a bee. For you to help her to stay cool, calm –
unthreatened.

Cut carbon, save resources, dedicate yourself! Be an 
IMPETUS for good, a game changer, a creative force. 

And so find new impetus, momentum, meaning. 

In yourself.

IMPETUS
Find your inner
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Nature gives. She has a giving nature and
her most precious gifts are free.

The flutter of a dove, the soft downy look
of its feathers; the earnest everyday
beauty of a freshly plowed field, hidden
in the morning mist. Then by the first
warmth of day lovingly revealed. 

A beach turning darker under the rain’s
muffled kisses, crabs and sandpipers
scurrying for cover, the boundless liberty
of a clear blue sky. A lake at nightfall and
how it beckons, inviting us to swim in its
dark shimmering disc of green.

Nature gives, we’ve been taking. Now it’s
time for us to give in return.IM
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Dove

Everyday

Night Falls

Libre

Raining Again
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A beautiful greige that speaks to our
nesting instincts, the trend for
cocooning, the longing for a serene 
session of reading or yoga at home.

It’s a tone that lets us regenerate, 
renew our energy, recharge. Rest in 
that place where everything’s quiet, 
except for the happy hummings of
our heart.

And then, filled with new impetus, 
take wing again – like a dove – flying
free.IM
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Want to hear

this color?

Dove 
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https://youtu.be/QLdsGL5M1sQ


The only rule is that there are no rules.

Welcome to the Y-FILES, the X-caches – full
metaverse freedom!

Y not be an astronaut, a unicorn, or the one who
creates them? In the world of bits and bytes, 
anything’s possible. The code may be binary, but 
everything else depends on the creative power 
of your wishes and imagination.

This is the place where everyone meets and you
can meet anyone. Make new friends, share new
adventures, try out exciting new versions of being
you.

Happy reziversary! Have a fantastic second life! 
Do great, do good – there are no limits to what
you can dream of!
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Yes, it’s a lovely day here in your
new home. Just look at the beautiful
starlight! 

It looks like a sunset because it
comes from a zillion miles away. But 
with your aerodynamic spaceship, 
you can be there in seconds! Take a 
friend, take a unicorn – actually, take
anyone along for the ride you would
like.

Sure, go ahead, push the throttle
down and turn the feeling on. There
are endless other promised lands to
discover!

Y-FILES

Promised Land Push the
Feeling on

AerodynamicLovelee Dae Zdarlight

Log-in to the intense, bright shades of 
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Remember, as a kid, when those first rays
of summer snuck through the blinds to
wake you. That warm tone of orange on 
your lids. Promising long happy days – bike 
rides, ball games and beach trips – a whole
new splendid season. 

Well, open your eyes and look: That tone is
right there before you – even stronger and
warmer than you remember!

It’s the promised land, summertime, the
sun. Right in your home or building. 

A bright source of joy and energy
that lasts forever.

Promised Land

Y-FILES

Y - F I L E S

What does this

color sound like?

Promised Land
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It’s not a secret that good things can come out of
bad situations.

When the lockdowns first hit, many of us turned to
home improvement. Some picked up new hobbies
like painting or pottery, some even a lonely puppy
at the shelter.

We all found out something new about ourselves –
and others. In a way, we even transformed into a 
new self, a new instar, a different kind of person.

Our post-pandemic personality. Blank and clean 
like a fresh piece of paper.

What to write on it? Which new stories to invent?

You have FREE REIN. Be your (new) self. Don’t stay
at home in your shelter.
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Let loose the reduced, red-
oriented shades of FREE REIN 
and the set’s bold red – the
heartbeat of the (new) self.

Exactly, outgoing is the word. 
Expressive. Emotional. Emphatic.

What did nearly all of us miss 
most in that locked-up world? 
Right on: The company of other
people.

Because there’s something
about them, they’re the key to
the magic in our lives, life’s main
theme, no matter from which
angle you look at it. They and
their immediate presence give us
something that no amount of
FaceTime can make up for. 

Be gentle, be bold, be kind when
you meet each other in your
homes again. Give free rein to
your feelings.

F R E E  R E I N  
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Something about us

The Key

Magic Love

Lola‘s Theme Point of View

FREE REIN
Let loose the reduced, red-oriented shades of 



 

Speaking of home improvement. 
Remember those arched doorways
you added last winter – that make
such a hip, classy statement?

Here – in our point of view – are two
perfect shades of pink for them: 
toned-down yet radiant with a warm 
undertone of yellow. 

They make your walls say, “There’s
something about us,” go well with
bolder tones and create a calm, cozy
atmosphere – to think, relax and
dream in.FR
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The sound of these

colors?

Something 

About Us

Point of View
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Yes, it’s true: In a way we know more about outer space than
the deep sea. But don’t worry: There are still plenty of
mysteries waiting in both of them. Enough scientific puzzles to
solve and unknown places to uncover.

So go out there, explore: Those starships and submersibles are
getting better and better. 

People who’ve been to the moon: twelve. People who’ve been
to the deepest part of the ocean: three.

DEEP SPACE: It’s up to you to grow those numbers!

DEEP
SPACE 
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Colors that seem to come right out of 
a sci-fi story, where a brave hero 
ponders the shining depths of space 
or ocean:

Suspended in the purple glow, the
craft looked like a small gazebo or
pavilion. 

In his silvery gray suit, Captain Deux
was reminded of how the golden 
autumn light reflected off car tops
back home in Philly. Especially since
an old song by the Crescendolls
was playing.

“This feeling,” he realized as he 
stepped out into the light, “It’s as
deep as the endless distances of
space we’re now about to enter …”

Philly

Crescendolls

Deux

Gazebo

This Feeling
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This Feeling is not just the elating
impression of inner and outer infinity that
overcame our hero in the last chapter. 

It’s also a lively shade of red with a slight
blue tinge emerging from the Deep Space 
part of our new palette of colors. 
Combining excellently with toned-down 
grays, it creates exhilarating living spaces
that revive our vigor, passion, and zest for
novelty.

Deux – the elegant tone of Captain Deux’s
suit – is this bold new red’s ideal counter-
part and wingman. On its own, it has the
fascinating allure of shooting star
streaking across the sky at night, filling us
with a spacey kind of longing. 

D E E P  S P A C E

The sound of these

colors?

This Feeling

Deux DEEP
SPACE 
This Feeling and Deux Th
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https://youtu.be/rfLYZbU1Yu0
https://youtu.be/MqePa6g-68k


Wouldn’t we all like to have one? A good geist from another zeit 
we can summon at will to fulfill our wishes and answer our
questions?

Questions such as: What really is out there, in that deep space
of darkest blue, warm with the red undertone of pulsating stars
and glowing creatures? What amazing secrets do those bound-
less expanses of space and sea still have in store for us, waiting
to be revealed?

Good Jinn – our color of the year – recreates the mesmerizing
blue of those deep spaces in a shade that is very close to
NSC S 7020-R70B.

A color code that could also be the coordinates of a distant star
or sunken treasure. And thus either an ancient jinn’s or modern 
science’s answer to our question …
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The very dark and intense blue hue is great for drawing the
focus of a room to some special feature – a large window, say, or
a nice painting or piece of furniture.

Whatever you choose, Good Jinn makes that feature leap out like 
a genie from a magic lamp.

Such centerpieces come out particularly well when the whole
room is painted in this new blue – creating a deep surrounding
space for better study and admiration. Which is precisely why we
used it as a magic backdrop for all the other new colors we were
happy to show you in this presentation.

GOOD JINN
Conjure up the scene-setting magic of 

G O O D  J I N N

Summon Les 

Djinns, which

preside like spirits

over our new

palette’s

soundtrack

Les Djinns

https://youtu.be/8WtQHXjqh6E


Good JinnIMPETUS
Dove

Everyday

Night Falls

Libre

Raining Again

Y-FILES

Promised Land

Push the
Feeling on

Aerodynamic

Lovelee Dae

Zdarlight

FREE-REIN Something 
About Us

The Key

Magic Love

Lola’s Theme

Point of View18

DEEP SPACE

Philly

Crescendolls

Deux

Gazebo

This Feeling

Good Jinn

Good Jinn

Good Jinn

ZEITGEIST Full color palette
Decorative Color Trends 2023+
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